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Skyrim forgotten city walkthrough bathroom chart template pdf
Forgotten city walkthrough skyrim.
I know this is a lot to ask, but I need you to go in after him, and bring him back to me alive. I suppose it's a good thing Bethesda is supportive of its modding community: no Caesar desists to be found here. My brother and I came to Skyrim from Cyrodiil with the Imperial Legion, but we took a... As you round the corner, it will charge from behind its
own at you, yelling "Stay away! I hid that key for a reason!" Battle and defeat the ghost. The Forgotten Ruins are just west of Purewater Run and east-south-east of Hag Rock Redoubt, between two waterfalls. Look, I don't know how much time we have left. The area is strewn with burnt corpses, and the atmosphere is one of abandonment. So we took
it." What happened here, exactly? If you want to check out the origins of this fascinating title, meanwhile, you can download the Skyrim version of The Forgotten City over on Nexus Mods. Players must explore, question characters and exploit a time loop in order to solve the mystery. Please remove this template from the page when finished.
Objective : Talk to Altrius. Objective : Explore the Forgotten City for a way out. 4050 Cassia has rewarded me for returning Altrius to her, and has entered the city. "Well we came here hoping to find something valuable, to pay for carriage back to Cyrodiil. But our unit was wiped out by Nords and those Forsworn savages, and we saw a chance to get
away from the fighting altogether. I figured you'd be interested in exploring these ruins, so I asked a courier to track you down. "If you liked the mod, you're going to love the standalone game," says the Steam description. "We've taken the best elements of the mod, re-written the script, which is now more than twice the length of the original at 80k+
words, and added plenty of exciting new twists, endings, and surprises." The Forgotten City: Walkthrough Trailer In terms of gameplay, The Forgotten City is a murder mystery game set in a cursed Roman city where "if one person sins, everyone dies". 1000 Objective : (Optional) Drink the Elixir of Acrobatics. The note invites you to investigate the
promise of "Riches Beyond Imagining", which Cassia promises can be found in Forgotten Ruins in The Reach. 200 I should explore the Forgotten City, and then find a way out. The mod was downloaded over 3m times, and it's now taken on a new form, as the mod has been transformed into a standalone game. "We didn't want to get involved in this
stupid war in the first place! We only came here because we were conscripted. 100 I must take a leap of faith into the city. Objective : Smash the cracked wall in the bathroom. 4000 I've returned to my original time By convincing the Arbtier to wind back the Dwarves' Law, I prevented the events which sent me back in time. The UESPWiki – Your
source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 This article is currently undergoing a major expansion or revamping by Fullerton. "So you're ready to go now?" I didn't come here to help you... [sic] "Damn you! I knew sending for you was a mistake! Get away from me!" At this point, you can inspect the plaque in front of her, or read the Dusty Journal on the
small pedestal. The Forgotten City released yesterday on PC, PlayStation 4, PS5, Xbox One and Xbox Series X/S. "What do you mean? I need you to go in after him, and bring him back to me alive. to explore these ruins." So you're both deserters, then? His note goes on to urge you to kill yourself rather than endure the same fate as he did. Now, are
you ready?" I'm ready. She will request that you travel to the ruins and help her find her brother, Altrius, who explored them but did not return. 3100 I've concluded my business with Cassia. Please review the edit history if you would like to see whether the page is still being worked on. He has suggested we jog up together, so we can chat along the
way. Objective : (Optional) Search the old man's body for a suicide note. I should travel to the Reach to investigate. It could be dangerous, but if anyone can do it, it's you. "My name's Cassia. 110 I must take a leap of faith into the city. And here you are." That's all the questions I had. 350 Now that I have the key, I should use it to unlock the
Lakehouse. Objective : (Optional) Retrive the Lakehouse key from Altrius's ghost on the Citadel balcony. Instead, go to the desk and read Metellus's Note. 300 The key to the Lakehouse door is being guarded by a ghost on the Citadel balcony. All users are welcome to make changes to the page. Didn't you get my letter? Open it to take the key, but be
prepared for a surprise: The balcony will drop from beneath you, and a voice will whisper into your ear: "Lakehouse." After you have recovered from the significant fall damage, head to the Lakehouse and enter it. It's been updated with professional voice acting, new gameplay mechanics, a new orchestral score and a significant overhaul of the
original script. 2050 Objective : (Optional) Travel back in time and show the Arbiter's helmet to him as proof of your deeds. Oh, and the original mod took creator Nick James Pearce 1700 hours to make. 4020 I have reminded that Altrius was waiting for him. Now quickly, go!" Not yet. Objective : Listen to Cassia's request. This page is currently being
rewritten as part of the Skyrim Quest Redesign Project. As you approach a dead tree, a hanged Old man drops from his noose in front of you. The page is being rewritten and checked in several stages. Objective : (Optional) Enter the Lakehouse. Once inside, do not try to leave, as a voice will angrily yell "My letter!" each time you attempt escape. I
have some questions. 2020 I should take Altrius to the Citadel bathroom where we should be able to escape the city. This article could benefit from an image. There are moral dilemmas, multiple endings and opportunities to roleplay - all in a city filled with historically authentic Roman "art, architecture, costumes and customs". Otherwise, enter the
Citadel to obtain the key from Altrius's ghost. 15 I've discovered some forgotten ruins on my own... And I keep my promises. 2000 I've returned to the present and have found Altrius alive and well. "I was in Markarth looking for help, when I heard people talking about you, and all the loot you've been trading with merchants all over Skyrim. My
brother went down this shaft a few days ago and I'm worried. The letter charges you with a mission: Prevent the desolation of the Forgotten City. As you enter it, his voice will alight the passageway and tell you that "I was in your shoes once, a lifetime ago. Do so, and the door will reveal a strange portal that will cast you into a different time: The
Forgotten City will be bustling, illuminated by the sun under the ground. I should read it. The Forgotten City Mod - Launch Trailer It's all pretty impressive stuff, even more so considering The Forgotten City standalone has been developed by a core team of only three people. Quest Stages[edit] The Forgotten City (000FCQuest01) Stage Finishes
Quest Journal Entry 10 A courier tracked me down and gave me a letter. Do you think you could do that for me?" I got your letter "Oh, it's you! I'm so glad you're here. Combat is an option, but apparently this will only get you so far. I remember the way the lakehouse calls to you." As you ascend the stairs to the Citadel's balcony, the ghost continues
his story: "I thought to myself: Do I want to die alone in here, or do I want to open that door?" "It seems like a simple choice. Upon reaching level 5, the Courier will approach you, saying "I have a letter here for you." This will begin the quest, and Cassia's Plea will open and read itself to you. Objective : Enter the Forgotten City. Once you have
concluded your business on the surface, jump into the unknown. If you make a change that is relevant to the project, please update this template accordingly, and make sure you have observed the project guidelines. It's not every day a mod wins a national writing award, but the quality of the story in Skyrim mod The Forgotten City was enough to see
it pick up an Australian Writers' Guild Award back in 2016. 250 I've found an old man who hanged himself, but he's too old to be Cassia's younger brother. Approach her, but be ready for her to draw her sword as she angrily yells "That's close enough- [sic]who are you?" Depending on receipt of her letter, following your introduction, the conversation
could proceed one of two ways: Who are you? If you choose to pursue this course of action, you may drown yourself in the lake. The note proves that the body is Altrius's; it intimates his tale of infinitely entering and re-entering the Lakehouse. "Because he made me promise I'd stay here and wait for him, no matter what. Objective : Escape the city
through the bathroom. break... "Alright, but please hurry." Who are you? 2015 Altrius has suggested I attack the cracked wall in the bathroom. If the editor who placed this notice has not made any changes in a while, please contact the editor or, if they're inactive, remove this template. Once inside, you will find an abandoned township under the
ground, with no life at all save for bats and skeevers. Well, except as far as the Legion is concerned." Why did you send for me, of all people? Walk through the passage in the ruins, and enter The Forgotten City. 1010 Objective : (Optional) Confront Deglund about the ineffective Elixir. See Help:Images for information on how to upload images. 20 A
woman named Cassia has written to me, asking for my help in some hidden Dwarven ruins. The following empty quest stages were omitted from the table: 0, 325, 330, 2025, 2030, 2040, 2050, 4010, 4015, 4025. Altrius went down the shaft, but he asked me to stay here." Why haven't you gone down there? After entering it behind the first, its interior
door will automatically open for you, revealing Cassia standing before a pedestal and a plaque written in Dwarven lettering: "Riches Beyond Imagining". Once this is complete, exit the Citadel to its balcony, on which a small chest sits. Well, perhaps it's fate. A new quest, Forget-Me-Not will begin. 30 I should talk to Cassia. 4030 I've brought Altrius to
Cassia. However, you are free to help in the construction of this page by improving it—use the talk page to do so. I locked the Lakehouse door to stop you from making the same mistake I made." "And now you ignore my words and come searching for the key." After the final stairs and the final warning, you will see Altrius's Ghost around a corner.
Once Metellus's last words have been spoken, you are free to exit. But in the end, death was the better option all along." "Please understand. I paid good coin to a courier to track you down, and you're saying you just came here by coincidence? Beside his corpse lies an empty wine bottle, quill, and a Suicide Note. The standalone version of Forgotten
City is set to arrive on Switch later this year, so stay tuned if you want to take it with you on the go. 3000 I've escorted Altrius out of the city. Objective : Read Cassia's Plea. "I knew I could count on you. The thing is, my younger brother went down this shaft a few days ago and I'm worried he's stuck down there, or worse. Objective : Meet Cassia in
the forgotten ruins. 375 The door to the Lakehouse looks strange from this side, but I'll have to pass through it to leave.
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